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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Knut Bendik Humlevik

New Works Brolly Portable LED
Table Lamp

Please note, the Brolly Portable is sold in packs of 4. You
can select different colour options, for each item in the pack.

The Brolly Portable LED Table Lamp is a sleek design by Knut
Bendik Humlevik, creative director of New Works. This portable
lamp boasts simplistic geometric shapes, offering a brief touch of
minimalism to your space. Brolly was born from a study into
portable lighting and its requirements; Humlevik wondered how
he could refine the concept of portability. This study resulted in a
table lamp that is tall enough to offer a generous light output, but
petite enough to not take up too much space when placed in the
centre of a table during social settings.

The LED light source is protected within the shade and emits a
diffused downlight, casting a warm glow onto the surrounding
areas. With the Brolly LED Portable you are not sacrificing
functionality for a sleek design, this portable table lamp makes a
beautiful glare free task light or an ambient light for more relaxed
lighting in both residential and commercial spaces. The lamp is
charged with a magnetic charger, which attaches seamlessly
underneath the lamp base, this ensures that the lamp can still be
used whilst charging without effecting the stability of the Brolly.
Thanks to the integrated 3 step dimmer that sits at the top of the
lamp shade, you can easily personalise the light output and
create an environment perfect for you.

Operating time: Up to 15 hours
Charging time: 5 hours (0-100%)

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/new-works-brolly-led-portable-table-lamp/10000945


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 2W, 2700K, 140 Lumens

IP Code: 44

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Shade: Ø16.5cm
Height: 30cm
Charging Cable: 150cm
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